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Future of Flight Safety
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My Dad, my brother, and I…
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If you don’t change
your direction you
might end up where
you are going (Lau Tzu)

GE Digital, Aviation Software

We invent the future of flight,
lift people up, and bring them
home safely.
GE Digital, Aviation Software | NTAS 2022
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Change?!?

Time may change me, but I can’t trace time

The times they are a chagin’

“It's not the strong species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but
the one most responsive to change”
Sustainability with GE Digital
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Or better yet…
"It’s worth remembering that
it is often the small steps, not
the giant leaps, that bring
about the most lasting
change.”

“I alone cannot change the
world, but I can cast a stone
across the waters to create
many ripples.”

October 24, 2022
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CHANGE
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The Data @ our Fingertips
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Why I love
FOQA
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What would aviation
be like
without FOQA?
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Our Future…
Evidence Based Training
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CHANGE
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The Impact on our Future
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Our Track Record for Change…

43%

37

11%

More reports?
The Good…

GE Digital, Aviation Software
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Let’s make
up the
answer…

Sustainability with GE Digital
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2017, a Historic Year for Aviation
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FlightPulse®

“
Simple can be harder than
complex, you have to work
hard to get your thinking
clean and make it simple.

Steve Jobs

GE Digital, Aviation Software
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Flight Pulse: Providing Pilots w/ their data

Informed decisions around sustainability
and safety

Understand and brief new routes

Analyze flights to improve operations

“We know the value of putting data
in the hands of our pilots—the
people with the power to change it.”
John Gissing

GE Digital, Aviation Software

Qantas Group Executive,
Associated Airlines & Services
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CHANGE
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It’s not about me…
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How many pictures are added daily?
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Do you know what this is…
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Did you go to ERAU to master being #2?
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What makes a good wingmate?
THINK

LOVE

SERVE

• A wingmate thinks and
believes clearly &
deeply

• A wingmate loves fully
and freely

• A wingmate serves
sacrificially
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